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Day 5. Formal argumentation
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- Argumentation schemes (Walton)
Generally, if A then B
A occurs

CQ1: How strong is the causal generalization?
CQ2: Is the evidence cited strong enough to warrant the generalization?

B occurs

CQ3: Are there other factors that would interfere with the effect?
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by its relations to other arguments. No special attention is paid
to the internal structure of the arguments”
“whether or not a rational agent believes in a statement depends
on whether or not the argument supporting this statement can be
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iff for each B ∈ Args: if B attacks A then B is attacked by S.
(S defends A.)
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From the labelling perspective, preferred extensions coincide
with those labellings in which in is maximal and out is
maximal (and undec is minimal).
The grounded extension of an argumentation framework AF is a
minimal (w.r.t. set inclusion) admissible set of AF .
From the labelling perspective, the grounded extension
coincides with those labellings in which in is minimal and out
is minimal (and undec is maximal).
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Grounded extension? ∅
Credulous approach: AF |∼ A iff A is in some preferred extension
Skeptical approach: AF |∼ A iff A is in all preferred extensions
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, Each finite AF has at least one semi-stable extension (Caminada,
Verheij).
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All arguments that have no attacker are accepted (in)
Arguments attacked by included arguments are excluded (out)
and so on . . .
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Further matters
(i) More procedures?
I Caminada/Prakken/Sartor/Vreeswijk: argument games for computing
admissible sets and preferred extensions
(ii) More semantics?
I Ideal extension (Dung, Mancarella, Toni): the largest admissible set
(w.r.t. set-inclusion) that is a subset of every preferred extension
≈ unique extension semantics which is less skeptical than the
grounded semantics
I Non-admissibility based semantics: obtained extensions need not be
admissible
↔ grounded, preferred, (semi-)stable, ideal extensions
? Can we call a non-admissible argument justified?
I Ranking-based semantics (Amgoud, Ben-Naim)
- Extract an order on arguments (from acceptable to weak)
- Attacks weaken, but do not kill their targets
- Number of attacks impacts arguments’ acceptability
(iii) Representing the internal (logical) structure of arguments???

